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NEW! from Watching Arrows Fly

Available from Better Pro Shops and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com

Following up on his first coaching book,
Coaching Archery, which was written
to help beginning to intermediate coach-
es, Steve Ruis has a new offering to
archery coaches everywhere. This time,
the topics are on the full gamet of
coaching topics, including:
• The Physical Shot (9 Chapters)
• Our Equipment (10 Chapters)
• The Mental Shot (6 Chapters)
• Target Panic (4 Chapters)
• On Coaches and Coaching
(16 Chapters)

• On Learning More (2 Chapters)
Topics range from the role of emotion

in the making of an archery shot, to teach-
ing the shot sequence, to biomechanics,
and how coaches should treat their ath-
letes (and one another) as well as five
major chapters on what is missing from
the archery coaching profession.

If you are thinking of becoming a coach or already are an archery coach and are looking
for some new ideas and help with dealing with the logistics of coaching, this is the book for you.

Get your copy of More On Coaching Archery today!

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

�

http://www.amazon.com/More-Coaching-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/098214718X/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1304621716&sr=1-1-catcorr


Stories about the cobbler’s kids
goingwithout shoes, for example,were
common when I was growing up.The
moral of the story, children, was that
the cobbler (baker, tailor, etc.) was too
busy taking care of others to take care
of his family or himself. I had the occa-
sion of getting a lesson from Larry
Wise (part of my prescription for
becoming a better coach is to get
coached . . . by a better coach) and
Larry took some pictures of me shoot-
ing and then he showed them to me.
Egad! How could I have gotten so far
off? I was nowhere near where I was in
both form and execution back when I
was shooting reasonably well. (A tip
was certainly that I had to rebuild a
bow (newcables,string) tomake abow
I could shoot at all.)

So, I am rebuilding my shot (after
rebuilding my bow again (draw length

way off)) and hope to get back at tar-
gets sometime soon. I guess I fell into
that trap of spending all of my time
doing stuff like this, rather than shoot-
ing and getting coached. Maybe your
children will grow up with stories of
the archery magazine editor with the
awful form. Sheeesh.

We have Larry Wise back this issue.
He tellsme hewill bewriting for you a
great deal now (drool,drool) which is a
treat because Larry is one of the best
coaches around,andbestbowmechan-
ics around, and, well, you know.He’s a
great guy. In this issue he shares his
extensive knowledge of the things you
should really be thinking about when
you are considering purchasing a new
(or even “new to you”) bow.

New author Gabe Querol, a very
busy guy, took time from his hectic

schedule to review the new ShotTrain-
er fromAstra Archery. I have tried the
thing and it is fabulous. (I have also
whined about the lack of archery train-
ing aids, so thanks AA!)

TomDorigatti finishes his look at
various methods to measure com-
pound draw lengths. He found things
that greatly surprised him.This subject
is important if you work in a shop or
work with beginners, so don’t miss it.

And the AER folks are talking
about how to distinguish between
things you are responsible for and
things your equipment is. These arti-
cles are not just for the AER folks, but
all beginning-to-intermediate archers
and coaches, so take a gander.

And good luck in all of the out-
door shoots this season!

Egad!

editorial

Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!

Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney,
Don Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette
Musta, and others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target
archery. You’ll find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your
form, and up-to-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!

 pages • ISBN --- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Archery Retailers!

Over 13,000 sold!

http://www.amazon.com/Precision-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0736046348/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1294245692&sr=1-1
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page 20
Finding Coaching Wisdom
by Steve Ruis
Your Editor, frustrated by the lack of professional archery coaching
literature, has looked farther afield and found much coaching wis-
dom can be found in other individual sports. He also believes that
much of it translates into archery.
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page 16
The Astra Shot Trainer
by Gabe Querol
Olympic Recurve archer and JOAD Coach Gabe Querol reviews
the new training device recently sprung from the fertile mind of
Tyler Benner of Astra Archery. If you have ever had a poor experi-
ence with a Formaster, you are in luck.

page 6
What is My Correct Draw Length? Pt 2
by Tom Dorigatti
Tom Dorigatti continues his examination of methods used to
determine the draw lengths of compound archers and compares
them to the actual draw lengths of competent archers and dis-
covers things even he didn’t expect.

page 24
Better Accuracy
Through Better Bow Selection
Your Editor has talked to hundreds of archers about a pending
bow purchase. The #2 item in importance—because it is almost
always the second thing mentioned after Make and Model—is
the color of the bow. (I can’t choose between the Blue or the
RealTree Camo!). Larry Wise tells us what we should really be
focussed on and why it affects the accuracy we achieve with our
new bow!
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Cover photo by Andy Macdonald
Send your cover photo ideas to steve@archeryfocus.com and
maybe you’ll get the cover of the next issue . . . and a check!
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page 38
Is It Me . . .
or Is It My Equipment?
Part of Archer Fundamentals by AER
Everybody likes new gear. Dreaming about new athletic gear is part
of growing up and part of the allure of a new sport for adults, too.
So how can you tell whether or not your equipment is holding you
back and it is time for better gear? This is just a small part of a gen-
eral problem, one that faces archers every time they shoot a bad
arrow: Was that me or was that my equiment? It turns out the same
skills are involved and you can learn them.

The
Official Magazine of
Archery Education

Resources

page 34
Is It Them . . .
or Is It Their Equipment?
Part of Archery Instructor Fundamentals by AER
Archery equipment can be baffling to relatively new archers.
Coaches obviously need to be helping students with their equip-
ment issues but you must also realize that such things can even
occur between shots! And if getting their first gear is confusing,
how can they figure out whether their gear is helping or holding
them back? You can help.



Contributors

Tom Dorigatti has been shooting archery
since he was 12 years old. He has been
bowhunting and in competitive archery for 40
years. During his archery career, Tom has shot
arrows in no fewer than 38 of the contiguous
United States plus Alaska, Hawaii, the
Azores, and Guam. He has won numerous
local and state tournament titles and has
placed as high as second overall in three differ-
ent sections of the NFAA. Tom prefers to shoot
in the Unlimited Division, but has recently
been learning to shoot a recurve bow FITA
style. He is also the mastermind behind the
archery puzzles you can find in the back issues.

Gabe Querol is an Olympic revurve archer
and JOAD Coach living in northern Illinois.
He credits his first archery coach, Denny
Koerner, out of Midway Archery, Menasha,
Wisconsin: “He took interest in a kid who
came into his shop with a fiberglass bow and
no clue, but lots of curiosity. Being a JOAD
coach is my small way of saying thanks to
Denny for inspiring a kid. I hope I can inspire
a few as well.”

As busy as Gabe is he has found time,
recently—just recently—to become: Current
Chicago Bow Hunters JOAD Community
Coach, Current Illinois Target Archery Asso-
ciation Treasurer, Current National Target
Champion Masters 50+, Current NSGA
Target Champion 50-54, Current Northern
Region Archery Association Target Champion
Masters 50+, Current ITAA (Illinois Target
Archery Association) Target Champion
(Indoor and Outdoor) Masters 50+, and Cur-
rent Northern Region Archery Association
Vice President. (He also won money in ‘Vegas
(2011) going up against the heavy hitters in
Olympic Recurve, but he was too shy to men-
tion it. Ed.) Steve Ruis is an author and coach and Editor

of This Magazine.
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Finally, A Book On Coaching Archery!
There are lots of books about archery—about archery form, archery execution,
archery equipment, even archery history; but there weren’t any books in print
on archery coaching . . . until now. Finally there is a book on coaching for begin-
ning to intermediate archery coaches. In Coaching Archery you will learn not
what to teach (which you can get that from those other books) but how to teach
it and much more you won’t get from certification courses.Topics include:
• tips on running programs
• the styles of archery
• the mental side of archery
• an exploration of archery coaching styles
• helping with equipment
• coaching at tournaments
• plus, advice on becoming a better coach from some top coaches

There are even seven whole pages of resources for coaches! If you are a archery
coach looking to increase your coaching skills, this is the book for you!

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Larry Wise is an archery coach and an author
of five books on archery. In 2004 Larry retired
from 35 years of teaching math and now con-
centrates on coaching archery, writing, and
volunteer work. Most recently Larry was one
of four coaches of the USA Archery team for the
World Indoor Championships in Denmark in
2005. The team won 13 medals including
seven golds. As well as giving private coaching
sessions, Larry conducts two-day Core Archery
shooting schools at clubs and archery pro shops.
The school concentrates on proper shooting
form for using back tension and gives the par-
ticipants a written individual plan for practice
and form inprovement.

http://www.amazon.com/Coaching-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147104/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1294245552&sr=1-1
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This is the second of a pair of articles concerning
how to arrive at a viable, near optimal, starting value
for your AMO draw length. (Part 1 is in the previous
issue). Ed.) This discussion is intended for com-
pound/release aid archers. Many things about the
positioning of the draw hand for fingers shooters dif-
fer dramatically from those of compound/release aid
shooters, so I will focus only on my area of greater
expertise.

The subject of draw length and which method is
the best to use in establishing one’s draw length has
become a major bone of contention among top eche-
lon archers, mid-range archers, beginners, and even
among archery shops and coaches. So, I decided that
it might be time to discuss, all in one place, several of
the main methods commonly in use for measuring
draw length, using pictures and data to demonstrate
the results of these methods. In addition, I will offer
up a potential solution to help you establish some-
thing that will likely get you even closer to an optimal
answer to the question, “How do I determine what
my AMO draw length might be?” In addition, I’ll
discuss several of the pitfalls of each method and how
to avoid them.

I will not be presenting drawings of archers’ tri-
angles, muscle anatomy, or any of that. I’ll merely pre-
sent some very interesting data that I compiled from
measurements of six different archers using these
common methods for determining draw length and
then compare all the measurements in tabular form.

I’m not going to tell you which method is the
best; that choice will be yours. Of course, I also won’t
tell you which of the shooters in the data represents
the best shooter either.

In this article, I will, as I promised, offer up a solution
that uses all six of the methods in combination. This
is being done in an attempt to assist you in narrowing
down that starting point for your AMO draw length.

Some precautions that all readers should heed if

you are in the process (or even just thinking of ) pur-
chasing a new bow:
• Do not get caught up in the hype of having to
have a high peak weight bow with a long draw
length so that you can get more speed out of the
bow. If you are of short stature and the shop tries
to sell you a 70 pound bow with a 30˝ AMO draw
length; beware!

• Be especially cautious when it comes to the limb
tag that is on each bow. Those limb tags typically
give: peak weight range, string and cable lengths,
and the “AMO draw length” at which the particu-
lar bow is supposedly set.This last item is not nec-
essarily at all accurate! Most of the bows I have
checked run 1⁄2˝ to 1˝ longer than what the limb
tag says!

• You should have your shop physically measure the
draw length of the bow to make sure it is indeed
what the limb tag says it is. This becomes even
more important if the type of cam on the bow is
“draw length specific,” meaning that the bow has a
very narrow range of adjustment for draw length.

• If the shop won’t physically measure the bow’s
actual AMO draw length for you, then perhaps
you should be more insistent or seek out another
shop. Selecting a bow that is out of the range of
your AMO draw length starting point could cost
you a thousand dollars or more. You must realize
what all of the top professionals tell us over and
over, “Having a correct draw length is the most
critical aspect for shooting consistently high scores
and tight groups.”

Test Archer Acknowledgments
As in Part 1, I think it is important to acknowledge
the shooters who volunteered their time for data
gathering, picture taking, and putting up with me
during this process. They are students of the game,
and I do coach them. They are also close friends.
Their names, not in any order of priority or level of

What is My Correct
Draw Length? Pt. 2

by Tom Dorigatti



expertise, are: Mark Cooper, Mike Vaccaro, Cody
Engle, DanTerrill, and Earl Raymond, and, of course,
myself. Without their assistance, these articles could
never have been created. Like me, they have a special
interest in this: they, too, would like to find a means
of getting closer to that magical “correct draw length”
and be able to help someone they know get things
closer from the very beginning.

More DL Methods
This article deals with three more, but less common-
ly used methods, specifically:

1. The “Measuring Arrow–45° Method”
2. The “Measuring Arrow–Horizontal Method”
3. The “Fist Against the Wall Method”

Descriptions of the Other
Methods of Determining Draw Length
As done for the first three methods I describe these
three here.

The Measuring Arrow 45° Method This method
has been in use as long as I can remember. It is a very
simple method to use. Once again, the person taking
the measurement has to be very observant while gath-
ering the measurements. In addition, if only one mea-
surement is taken, then things will not be as accurate
which could result in you costing a customer (or your-
self ) a lot of trouble and money.

Procedure You can use a pre-marked measuring
arrow that most archery shops have on hand. If one
isn’t available, then you can use a long or uncut arrow
and simply place marks with a fine point marking pen
of a contrasting color. Once again, the key is in taking
at least five (5) measurements.
1. Have the customer place the nock end of the
arrow in the notch at the juncture of the collar-
bone and throat.The reason is that if you place the
end of the nock on the chest bone then your mea-
surement is going to be short b 1⁄4˝. Placing it in

the notch will help simulate the bow-string’s posi-
tioning.

2. Have the customer place both hands against the
arrow shaft and elevate to about a 45 degree
upwards angle. Tell them to pick an object on the
wall to which they can “mark” their hand position-
ing.

3. Making sure that the person is not overstretching
or hunching up their shoulders, mark the measur-
ing arrow at the tip of the middle finger that gives
the longest measurement. Oh, yes, it is normal for
one arm to be longer than the other; sometimes as
much as 1⁄2˝ or even more!

4. Make a dot on the measuring arrow, and tell the
person to let down and relax a few seconds.

5. Repeat steps #1-4 at least four more times, mark-
ing the arrow each time at the middle finger-tip
that is the longest.

6. Write down the measurements and average them,
being sure to toss out any “ringers” that are way off.
If you so choose, you can take more measure-
ments. The average of these measurements is sup-
posed to closely estimate the person’s AMO draw
length requirement.
Once again, if the person stretches out too far,

goes up too high, locks their elbows, hunches their
shoulders upwards or any combination of those (see
Cody in the photo below), the measurement is going to
be way off. It should be obvious why it is important
that the second part of step #2 be consistent.The cus-
tomer should be more in the position of Dan, rather
than that of Cody (see photos below).

The Measuring Arrow Horizontal Method This
method is nearly identical to the 45 degree up mea-
suring method, but will yield a completely different
measurement. You follow the same procedure as the
45 degree up method; with the difference being that
the shooter holds his/her arms level, just as if they are

7Archery Focus

Continued on Next Page

Dan showing 45° Measuring Arrow Method Cody showing 45° Measuring Arrow Method
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shooting holding their bow. It is critical that the per-
son not be overly stretched out, that their shoulders
are down and relaxed, and that their elbows are not
locked. Once again, you mark the measuring arrow at
the tip of the middle finger that ends up being the
longest. Make sure that you take at least five mea-
surements and that the shooter brings those arms up
to the same point every time. Write down the mea-
surements, and then average them.

The “Fist Against theWall”MethodThis method is
a bit more time consuming, but is also a very accurate
means of obtaining a person’s AMO draw length
requirement. Once again it is obvious that this is a
two-person operation, and the person taking the mea-
surement needs to know exactly what they are doing
and how to get the person properly positioned, with
regard to stance, shoulder alignment, hand position-
ing against the wall, head positioning, chin position-
ing and bow-arm extension. If any of these are out of
correct and relaxed positions, then the subsequent
measurements can, and will, be way off. Once again,
take at least five measurements, allowing the person
to reposition themselves between subsequent mea-
surements. After all, while shooting their bow, they
do indeed reposition themselves as they set up from

shot to shot to shot, don’t they?
Procedure

1. Find a post, or open wall space that allows the
shooter something firm to establish a position for
getting a solid reference for the measurement.

2. Have the person, while they extend their bow arm,
move forward so that their fist is against the post
or wall.

3. Have the person stand in their normal stance
(make sure they don’t open or close their stance
from their normal positioning, it will make a dif-
ference) as if addressing the target, with their bow
arm extended just as if they are holding their bow,
and with their fist against the post.

4. Make sure that the bow shoulder is down, and that
the bow arm is relaxed and neither over extended
nor “bent.”

5. Make certain that the shooter is not leaning back
and that his head is positioned just as if he were
now at anchor. (The eyeball should be above their
navel or gig line Tom, what does this mean?) It is
a good idea to have the person simulate that they
are indeed at anchor, by actually placing their
release hand at anchor. This is more likely to get
them to utilize proper positioning with their head,
chin, bow arm, both elbows, and both shoulders

Cody Showing Horizontal Measuring Arrow Method

Mike Showing Fist Against a Post/Wall Method Method

Mike Showing Vertical Hand on Post/Wall Mike Showing Proper Release Hand for Post/Wall Method
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Kirk Etheridge is Back in Print!

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

Professional ArcheryTechnique,written by Kirk Ethridge, who won numer-
ous indoor and outdoor championships in NAA, NFAA, and FITA competition,
as well as being the 1992 Las Vegas Unlimited Champion and 1993 FITAWorld
Indoor Champion, has been out of print for quite a while, but no longer!

Kirk shares his expertise and hard-won advice freely in this book. Topics
include bow and arrow setup, perfecting your form, the shooting process, tuning
the bow, troubleshooting, the mental game, and defeating target panic.

Professional ArcheryTechnique blew the whistle on rangefinding tech-
niques, used to determine the distances to unmarked range targets and which
are still illegal in most organizations, that were and are in widespread use in field
archery. Now, you don’t have to wonder why you don’t place in unmarked
shoots; you can learn how the winners do it!

While focussed on compound archers who want to excel, Kirk also offers tips
to recurve archers and bowhunters, as well.

Get yours soon!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

(see the photos)
6. Make sure the shooter also has their chin level and
not tucked downwards or upwards.
If the shooter assumes a vertical hand position on
the post, the head, chin, and shoulder position will
change drastically! In the pictures below, Mike
demonstrates the positioning he has if he uses a
“vertical grip” on the wall/post. You can see this
hand position on the post, and then Mike’s head,
chin, and shoulder position in the next photo.This
is not the ideal position and, as a result, yields a
very different measurement, but not what you
would expect (see data table #1 below).

In the pictures above, Mike assumes the best
hand positioning at approximately 45 degrees (the
same hand position he uses on his bow!) against
the post. Note the distinct difference in the head,
chin, and shoulder positioning. This is a more
ideal position for solid shooting form, and one you
should strive for before taking any measurements.

7. Once the shooter has the correct, relaxed position,
simply measure from the post or wall to the corner
of the shooter’s mouth.This is the “standard” posi-

Continued on Next Page

Dan Showing Angled Fist on Post/Wall

Mike Again Showing Proper Release Hand for Post/Wall Method

http://www.amazon.com/Professional-Archery-Technique-Kirk-Ethridge/dp/0982147120/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1294245497&sr=8-1
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tion of the bowstring for most shooters shooting a
compound these days.

8. Place the end of the tape measure against the post,
and then extend the tape measure to the corner of
the shooter’s mouth (see photo above) Record the
measurement from the wall/post to the corner of
the mouth to the nearest 1⁄16˝. You will calculate
the decimal later.

9. Without having the shooter move the body posi-
tioning in relation to the post, have them lower the
bow arm relax a few seconds, and raise the bow-
arm and release hand into anchor position for the
next measurement. This simulates them doing the
next shot sequence.Do you now see even more rea-
soning behind the five measurements technique?

10.Repeat steps #1-7 at least four more times, making
sure that each time proper positioning is attained
before you make the measurement.

11.Record each measurement and then average them.
Calculate your measurements in decimals since
that makes averaging them easier. (1⁄16˝ = 0.0625˝,
1⁄8˝ = 0.125˝, etc)

Data Comparisons
Looking at the actual data in Table #1 above is most
interesting, but hard to decipher. The comparison
becomes much clearer if we compare the average of
each measuring method against the measured AMO
setting of the shooters’ bow (see Data Table #2). The
results below simply enumerate the differences + or –
between the measuring method and the shooters’
bows’ measured AMO draw length settings (the
known standard for this article).

It is interesting to note from the above compari-
son that if one averages the differences of all three of
these methods combined and then compares this
average to the bow’s current AMO draw length set-
ting, in four out of six cases this average comes up
with a shorter draw-length than that being currently
used by the shooters.This was unexpected.This holds
true through all of the data until one compares the
Difference of the Angled Fist Against theWall vs. the
measured AMO draw length of each shooter’s bow.

In this case and the differences come in longer
than the current bow setting in four of the six cases.
In addition, the results are also much closer to what
the shooter is currently using. This is not to say that

the shooter’s bow
is set at their opti-
mal draw length,
nor is it to say that
those shooters
need to increase
their bow’s AMO
draw length.
However it could
be that those
shooters, should
they need a
change might
increase, rather
than decrease
their draw length

Mike Being Measured During Post/Wall Method

Cody Being Measured During Post/Wall Method

Table #1: Data Table for Measuring Arrow 45° Method,
Measuring Arrow Horizontal Method, & Fist Against theWall/Post Methods

(all measurements are in inches)
Bow’s Vert. Angled

Current Avg. Diff. Measur. Measr. Fist Fist
AMO of the 3 Arrow Arrow Against Against

Name Setting Estimates @ 45° Hort. Wall/Post Wall/Post
Mark 29.00 27.97 27.40 27.55 28.15 28.80
Cody 28.00 26.59 26.45 26.35 26.51 27.05
Mike 27.375 27.09 27.25 26.05 27.25 27.83
Dan 28.00 27.87 27.30 27.30 28.19 28.69
Tom 27.875 28.21 28.50 28.00 27.875 28.50
Earl 28.50 28.63 29.00 28.50 28.24 28.80
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in small incre-
ments to see if
they get closer to
the sweet spot.
This data clearly
shows that even
without knowl-
edge of which
method was used
to determine
where to set the
bow’s draw
length, the angled
fist against the
wall method ends
up likely being
the closest of the three depicted in the table.

You should again note that the Vertical Fist
Against the Wall Method consistently yielded a sub-
stantially shorter draw length requirement than the
Angled Fist Against the Wall Method. One would
have thought that with the head angle being off, the
shoulder up, and other alignment problems, that the
vertical fist would have come in longer; not shorter.
However, we noticed that when we placed the hand
against the wall vertically, then entire feel in the bow
arm and shoulder was tensed up and the only way to
get even a bit more comfortable was to move the bow
shoulder in and up, the head back slightly, and the
chin downwards, thus shortening the measurement
result significantly (see photos above).

Table #3 above depicts the differences among the
three methods discussed in the first article and the
shooters’ bow’s current AMO draw length setting. It
is important to bring forth those data once again so
that they can be collated and compared with the other
methods discussed above.

Data Summary
As seen in this table, using the average of those three
methods shows that in five out of six cases, the meth-
ods come up short, but in all cases but one, less than
1⁄2˝. In all but one case those measurements involving
wing-span also came up well short when compared to
the shooters’ actual AMO draw length setting. The
Wing Span Divided by 2.5 Method doesn’t fare much
better, but is more consistent. Note that the use of the
Light Bow AMO versus the bow setting comes in
long in five out of six instances and the data are pret-
ty well scattered. While this apparently shows that
each method comes in short, using all three does net a
closer “figure” than any one of these as a stand-alone.

I have made some further
investigations concerning the
Wing-SpanMethod, mostly as
a result of my having depended
upon this method quite heavi-
ly over the years. According to
the data, the Wing-Span
Method comes up short by an
average difference of 0.998
inches (ouch!).

It has since also been dis-
covered since the previous arti-
cle that for Tom, the wing-
span method does indeed
come in nearly an inch short as
well. Further investigation thus

far is also beginning to show that perhaps the wing-
span method wasn’t really designed for AMO draw
length, but rather True Draw length. This discussion
is beyond the scope of this current article and will be
left until more data have been gathered. This could
well explain the “adjustments” that some claim need
to be made for the many variables such as finger

Continued on Next Page

Table #2: Comparison of Differences Between Each Method and the
Bow’s Current AMO Setting (all measurements are in inches)

Avg. Diff. Avg. Diff. Avg. Diff. Avg. Diff. Avg. Diff.
of All Arrow Arrow Vert. Angled

Bow’s Estimates @ 45° Hort. Fist Fist
Current vs. Bow’s vs. Bow’s vs. Bow’s vs. Bow’s vs. Bow’s
AMO AMO AMO AMO AMO AMO

Name Setting Setting Setting Setting Setting Setting
Mark 29.00 -1.03 -1.60 -1.45 -0.85 -0.20
Cody 28.00 -1.41 -1.55 -1.65 -1.49 -0.95
Mike 27.38 -0.29 -0.13 -1.33 -0.13 0.45
Dan 28.00 -0.13 -0.70 -0.70 0.19 0.69
Tom 27.88 0.34 0.63 0.13 0.00 0.63
Earl 28.50 0.13 0.50 0.00 -0.26 0.30

Table #3: Data Table forWing-Span,Wing-Span Divided by 2.5,
Light Bow Draw Length, Versus Current Bow Setting

(all measurements are in inches)
Bow’s Avg. Diff. Diff. Wing Diff. Wing Diff. Light

Current of the 3 Span Est. Span / 2.5 Bow Est.
AMO Estimates vs. Bow’s vs. Bow’s vs. Bow’s

Name Setting Combined Setting Setting Setting
Mark 29.000 -0.260 -1.375 -0.750 1.350
Cody 28.000 -0.140 -0.875 -0.340 0.800
Mike 27.375 -0.405 -1.050 0.650 0.125
Dan 28.000 0.350 0.250 0.625 0.200
Tom 27.875 -0.505 -0.565 -0.830 -0.125
Earl 28.500 -0.440 -1.375 -0.770 0.830
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length, body shape, hand-size, etc.; you know, those
adjustments of “some” taken off or added for variances
in normal body symmetry.

Wing Span Divided by 2.5 Compared to Bow’s Current
Draw Length Settings

The Wing Span Divided by 2.5 data appears to be

really scattered, with this method being short by over
3⁄4˝ four times and long two times by 5⁄8˝. This is mis-
leading, being an almost an inch short one time and
an inch long another doesn’t “average out” because
those are two different archers being measured. I
would gather that this can be pretty unreliable as well.
That does not refute this method, however, since it
apparently does work for some people to help them
get closer to their idea draw length setting.

The Light Bow AMOMeasurements Compared to the
Current Draw Length Settings

This yielded some very interesting results. Five out of
the six measurements come out long by an average of
0.951˝, while for two of the shooters the light bow
measurement came up short by an average of 0.312˝.
What is more interesting, however, is that the actual
five measurements taken by drawing the light bow
correctly, paying special attention to proper form and
body positioning, etc., did not vary among the mea-
surements more than 1⁄4˝ (6 mm) for any of the shoot-
ers. Three of the six shooters actually drew the light
bow to the same point for all five measurements!

As stated earlier in this article, another person
observing Tom the second go around noted that
Tom’s drawing elbow was well short of the proper
alignment positioning, which turns out to be the root
of Tom’s shooting stability problem! Based upon this,
it becomes readily apparent that simply drawing the
bow back several times to get a “number” isn’t neces-
sarily very accurate and can end up costing the shoot-
er lots of time and money from the inherent inaccu-
racies of improper measurements obtained by using
this method. The person performing this measure-
ment must be very careful to get the shooter into
proper alignment from all sides and from the ground
up. In Tom’s case, muscle memory for poundage pre-
vailed, regardless of the “drawing position.”This mus-
cle memory threw the measurement way off and Tom
has paid a price for it.

Comparing the Average of All Three Methods to the
Current Bows’ Draw Length Settings

This also yields some very interesting results. In four
out of the six cases, the average of all three methods
comes up short. So far the average of the three meth-
ods appears to be a better estimate than any single one
of the methods used as a stand-alone. However, you
must note that one method came in well short, one
method was very “scattered”, and the light bow
method came out long when compared to the shoot-
ers’ AMO draw length setting on their respective
bows (see Table #2 above). Thus, further investigation
may well be needed.
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Want More on Coaching Archery?

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

Following up on his first coaching book,Coaching Archery, which was
written to help beginning to intermediate coaches, Steve Ruis has a new
offering to archery coaches everywhere. This time, the topics are on the
full gamet of coaching topics which range from the role of emotion in the
making of an archery shot, to teaching the shot sequence, to biomechics,
and how coaches should treat their athletes (and one another) as well as five
major chapters on what is missing from the archery coaching profession.

If you are thinking of becoming a coach or already are an archery coach
and are looking for some new ideas and help with dealing with the logistics
of coaching, this is the book for you.

Get your copy ofMoreOnCoaching Archery today!

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

The Culmination: All Seven Methods
Compared in One Table

Rather than show the data in two separate tables, it is
best to place the data in a single table that shows the
actual differences in inches between the measurement
systems and the shooters’ bows’ current AMO Draw
length settings.This is provided in Table 4 (see far left)
in which there is also a column whereby the average
difference of all seven methods is compared to the
Current AMO Setting. Remember, I stated that
sometimes more than one method should be utilized,
along with at least five separate measurements for
each method employed. The more data you have, the
closer you may well be to that starting point for your
draw length. Read on, since these results are quite
interesting.

First off, the premise here is that the archer’s cur-
rent AMO draw length setting is indeed correct, since
that is our standard of comparison. Of course, in real-
ity we realize that this may or may not be the case as
far as being optimal goes. However, we must also note
that if we weren’t searching for a method of getting
this determination closer, then we wouldn’t have all
these various methods of trying to ascertain this mag-
ical number!

Conclusions
According to the data:
• If one were to use all seven methods, in most cases
you would come up only slightly short. However,
we all realize that very few people and even fewer
bow shops are going to go to all this hassle to try
to fit oneself or a customer to a new bow.This was
included only to show that the use of varying
methods can “average out” and perhaps get you
closer to that mythical starting point.

• The Wing-Span and Wing-Span divided by 2.5
Methods apparently come in well short and by
more than the 1⁄2˝ that is “advertised” for their
accuracy.

• The Light Bow Method tends to come in long by
a pretty large variance (when compared to the per-
son’s current AMO setting). Could this possibly
be a source of so many persons being long on draw
length after they’ve been “measured” for a new
bow? It is obvious that even a trained eye for detail
can miss with this method.

• The measuring arrow comes in short, which may
lead me to believe that using the measuring arrow
may give you the “true draw” length as opposed to
the AMO draw length starting point. The same

Continued on the Next Page

http://www.amazon.com/More-Coaching-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/098214718X/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1304621716&sr=1-1-catcorr
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goes with the horizontal measuring arrow method.
• The Vertical Fist Against the Wall Method also
comes in short, but not as bad as the other meth-
ods tested.

• The Angled Fist Against the Wall Method on
the other hand apparently came in slightly long;
or did it? The reason I bring this up is because
more and more coaches and shops are starting to
utilize this method because of its close similarity
to getting the person to correct body positioning
while not under a load of any sort. If the person
doing the measurements makes sure the customer
is properly aligned and in the proper body posi-
tioning, and has them simulate anchoring, it
appears that this relaxed method can work quite
well.
Thus, in order to accommodate your curiosity,

I’m going to use the raw data and not my personal
preference or opinion, to prioritize the methodology
based upon “how close” each method came to the
shooters’ actual AMO draw length setting, based
upon the average difference, variance, and to some
extent, the standard deviation of the set when com-
pared to the standard (Current AMO Bow setting).

Prioritized Listing And the winners are, in order
(most “reliable” to least reliable):
1. Wing Span Divided by 2.5 Method The average
comes in short by only -0.236˝, the variance is
0.125, and the standard deviation is only 0.518.
However, there is a caution in that the range of
the sample set was significant.

2. Vertical Fist Against the Wall Method The average
comes in short at -0.256˝. The variance is 0.660,
and the standard deviation is 0.712. However, as
discussed this method does cause problems due
to stress placed upon the arms, shoulders, head,
and neck and could end up being way off, if not
careful, since proper positioning is the key to
accurate and comfortable shooting form.

3. Angled Fist Against the Wall Method The average
comes in long at 0.287˝. The variance is only
0.490, while the standard deviation is 0.821. This
method bears out further testing, since it uses a
no load situation on the body and assumes more
correct angling of the bow hand and how a per-
son should be gripping the bow.

4. Measuring Arrow 45° Method The average comes
in short by 0.475˝. The variance is rather large at
2.300, and the standard deviation is 0.818. This
too bears watching when measuring a person
because of a person’s tendency either not stretch
enough, or to stretch out way too far. (The per-
son could be thinking “I want a longer draw
length” from a pre-conceived notion they want
more speed because their buddy told them so).

5. Light Bow Method The average comes in long at
0.530˝. The variance is bothersome in that it is
1.550 and the standard deviation is 0.904. This
method is very difficult to use with new shooters
because of all the elements of proper body posi-
tioning involved to get reasonable results.
Remember the data was gathered by utilizing
mid to top echelon shooters with lots of shooting
experience.

6. Measuring Arrow Horizontal Method The average
comes in short by 0.833˝. The variance is at
2.150, while the standard deviation is 0.955.
Once again be aware of the constraints of this
method.

7. Wing Span Method This method, while the one I
personally condoned for many years, doesn’t fare
well in this investigation. The method came in
short by nearly 7⁄8˝ (0.832˝), while the variance
was 1.125 and the standard deviation was 15.13.
Indications are that this method should be inves-
tigated much further. See the Post Script below.

Post Script
To my knowledge, nobody has undertaken the task
to really determine a reliable methodology for deter-
mining an accurate starting point for an archer’s
AMO Draw Length (or even True Draw Length).
My research does tend to show that of these seven
methods tested, all seven vary quite a bit and are
dependent upon more than a few variables. It is dif-
ficult, if not impossible to control all those variables
and to only test one at a time, per the requirements
of a scientific method. However, I do feel strongly
that further testing is in order for the Fist Against
the Wall Method to gather data from top echelon
shooters and compare those measurements to their
bows’ measured AMO draw length setting. Most all
top echelon shooters have come by their draw length
setting via trial and error and have it down. They are
able to tell the difference in a twist of a cable or
bowstring and whether or not their draw length or
cam synchronization is off by as much as a half twist!

This research started as a result of me having
such a tough time with the changeover back to
shooting left-handed. The “old” data from the right-
handed side turned out to be bogus, perhaps because
I wasn’t as diligent in documentation as I thought I
was, and also due to my age and health deteriora-
tion.

This has opened a real can of worms, hasn’t it? I
had occasion to work with Larry Wise in between
the publication of the first article and writing this
article. The data gathering for both articles was
complete.

What we discovered was that, like I thought, I
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was running short on my AMO draw length. I
thought that I was only slightly short of my best
AMO draw length; how wrong I was! For many
years I had been relying on the Wing-Span Method,
thinking it was AMO. In addition, I found out the
hard way, that in my particular case, this method
wasn’t cutting it. Based upon Larry’s assessment, I
was over 1˝ (actually closer to 11⁄2˝) short on my
draw length I should be shooting in order to have
the best possible shoulder and elbow positioning for
shooting proper back tension! For me, it obviously
didn’t work as advertised to getting me within 1⁄2˝ of
my final ending point. In fact, it cost me a larger set
of cams for my bow, and, of course, a new bowstring,
plus a lot of lost time fighting with too short of a
draw length and wondering why I was inconsistent.
So back to school I go, and I’m finding out that yes,
indeed, you can teach an old dog new tricks; all the
old dog has to do is listen!

I’ve discovered that the data indicates the Wing
Span method does indeed come in “short” more
often than not (the data indicates one inch or more
short). This leads me to imagine that perhaps the
Wing-Span Method really was intended for your
True Draw (AMODraw Length minus 1.75˝) start-
ing point and not the AMO draw length starting
point and somehow got changed around over the
years. I honestly cannot remember what I was taught
way back in the 1970’s when I was introduced to the
Wing-Span Method.

The final proof is obviously in consistency and
grouping and a shooter’s scores, and not some num-
ber or measurement out of a chart or off the wall
(pun intended). As stated before, all of this only
gives you a starting point; it is just that some meth-
ods are far better than others, as demonstrated by
the data presented in this small sampling set.

You probably are thinking: “So is there a “reli-
able method” out there for getting my best starting
point for my draw length?” The answer? Yes, there
is. For now, based upon what I have learned, if I’m
setting up a person for a bow or checking them, I’ll
use Wing-Span divided by 2.5, and then the Fist
Against the Wall technique along with personal
observation of their body positioning from all angles
to make an assessment of where they should adjust
(if any) concerning their draw length setting. As you
well know, I don’t depend upon a single measure-
ment, nor a single method, but opt for more data to
help me make a more informed decision.

If nothing else, we are certainly more knowl-
edgeable concerning those methods, finding them
more out in left field than they are to getting you a
proper start to setting your bow’s AMO draw
length; which is the exactly the point of this series of

articles. You now have a basis for what is likely the
best method to get you the closest, and then once
that is accomplished, you shoot your way in to find-
ing that sweet spot, just like the upper echelon
shooters do to get “there.”

Remember in this shooting thing, one or two
samples are not going to cut it; you need lots of data.
Make a small adjustment, and then shoot it there for
several days without touching a thing. Take notes,
take pictures of your targets and groups and then
compare those to the previous pictures and notes.
Make an “educated guess” and not a “wild guess”
based upon how you feel each day to make sure you
don’t make decisions based on just the difference
between a good day and an “off ” day.

www.trueflightfeathers.com
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The Astra
Shot Trainer

by Gabe Querol

The Astra Shot Trainer is an evolution of
the Formaster. Both the Formaster and Shot
Trainer are used to help archers understand and
train their bodies. At release, many archers relax
their back muscles, causing their shot to collapse.
In such cases, both the Formaster and Shot Trainer
will pull the archer’s elbow toward the target, indi-
cating their incorrect muscle usage. In a properly
executed shot, there will be no forward motion of
the elbow at release.

The Shot Trainer strives to improve upon the
Formaster by creating a more comfortable experi-
ence, an easier adjustment process, and a clear and
easily understood instruction manual. Mission
accomplished!

The sleeve of the Shot Trainer is a definite
upgrade to the dual straps used by the Formaster
(see Photo 1 showing the Shot Trainer (above) and the
Formaster (below)). It is made of a stretchy fabric

called Olefin. Yeah, I don’t know what that is
either, but suffice it to say, it feels like a spandex
polyester blend and is comfortable. Make sure to
buy a sleeve that fits properly. They come in two
different sizes. The sleeve is slipped on the fore-
arm and up over the bicep, so if you have large

arms, size up!
The Shot Trainer uses a nylon strap to adjust

its length, which is much quicker than the Formas-
ter rope and clamp system. And no tools are nec-
essary to adjust the length of the trainer. After the
strap is properly sized to the archer, it can be
detached from the sleeve by use of a carabineer.
Now the archer can leave a portion of the Shot
Trainer attached to the string while retrieving
arrows, or taking a break, rather than having to slip
out of the thing completely. Much easier!

Using the Shot Trainer
When using the Shot Trainer, strive to achieve no
forward movement of the rear triangle (forearm
and upper arm). The Shot Trainer will give you
instant feedback about how well, or poorly, you are
using your back muscles to actuate and follow
through the shot.

One of the challenges in using either
the Shot Trainer or Formaster effectively
is setting the proper amount of slack in
either device. I’ve found that allowing
the string hand to move a few inches
behind the string on release is optimal. If
you are using the Shot Trainer for a com-
pound bow, it is important that there is
little movement behind the string, as
once a cam starts turning over it is
almost impossible to arrest the move-
ment. The ease with which the Shot
Trainer is adjusted makes this much eas-
ier than before.

Most people recommend the Shot
Trainer or Formaster only to make sure
that an archer continues their back ten-
sion through the whole shot, thus elimi-
nating “soft shots,” but these trainers can

also be used for other things. For example, if the
practice facilities at a competition are inadequate
you can warm up shooting shots in your hotel
room without a target. These devices essentially
allow you to dry fire your bow safely, so you can
shoot with or without an arrow. If an arrow is

The Astra ShotTrainer (above) allows for easy discontection of the straps from your arm.
This makes for a great deal less fumbling that with the venerable Formaster (below).
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desired, you only need a small space to shoot in as
the arrow will land on the floor just a few feet from
where you are shooting. Obviously you will want
to test this in a safe space before you put hotel
walls at risk.

The Instruction Manual
The instruction manual of the Shot Trainer is clear
and specific. This is especially appreciated. There
are color photographs showing proper positioning
of the device, adjustments and drills. A picture is
worth a thousand words and the manual uses
numerous photos effectively.

Conclusion
The introduction of the Astra Shot Trainer is a
very welcome evolution of the Formaster.
Thoughtful use of materials, ease of adjustment
and clear, concise instructions make it a must have
in an archer’s training arsenal.

Astra Shot Trainer
available at

www.astraarchery.com
US $59.99

One size fits most plus
One size for those with larger arms.

For Info on Formaster see
www.spin-wings.com

Finally, A Book for Archery Parents!

Finally, parents with kids getting involved in archery have a book just
for them. Everything parents want to know is covered, like:

• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique, execution, and

equipment.
Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

www.astraarchery.com
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Archery Focus

by Steve Ruis

Finding
Coaching Wisdom

When I got serious about coaching archery the
only source of coaching wisdom I could find was Al
Henderson’s book, Peak Performance Archery, and
that wasn’t easy to find being out of print and no
one referring to it. Inspired by the lack of profes-
sional literature, I have since written a couple of
books for beginning-to-intermediate coaches
myself but what I really want is easy access to the
wisdom of today’s great archery coaches. I have the
luxury, being editor of This Magazine, of getting to
sit down and talk shop with the likes of Larry Wise,
Lloyd Brown, Bernie Pellerite, and others but I
want the wisdom of those coaches to be accessible
to all archery coaches, not just the lucky few who
get to rub elbows with them. So, I have started a
project to get as many really good archery coaches
to write specifically about coaching archery, whole
books if possible. I will be reporting to you on how
successful that effort is, but this article is about
what we can do until those books or articles get

published.
I have been finding that there are considerable

parallels between archery and golf and that a great
many golf teachers have written or have been writ-
ten about. This article, for example, was triggered
by reading an article in Golf Digest Magazine by
Jaime Diaz about the world renowned English golf
coach John Jacobs (the whole article was available
on Golf Digest’s web site as of the writing of this
article). I am going to share some of John Jacob’s
wisdom with you with comments about how it
applies to archery.

Coach John Jacobs
John Jacobs has not only taught a huge number of
students (including a great many professionals) he
has influenced most of today’s top golf coaches,
including Butch Harmon, David Leadbetter, Hank
Haney, Jim McLean and Jim Hardy. He was award-
ed the Order of the British Empire in 1997 and
inducted into the World Golf Hall of Fame in
2000.

The Wisdom of John Jacobs
“Being a good demonstrator is important. It helps you
be authoritative. Why should people believe you if you
can’t do it? I was a good demonstrator.” John Jacobs
Golf is a dynamic sport involving the forceful

swinging of a great many clubs of different length

“A great many very good
archery coaches recommend

that coaches always work with
beginners to keep us grounded

and conversant with the basics.”
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and weight at various levels of effort. Archery is
fairly static, using the same bow, same arrows, with
only slight changes of elevation of the bow to deal
with different distance shots. But I think this state-
ment is somewhat true for archery; being able to
demonstrate what it is you are trying to teach can be
very valuable. That said, I have been puzzled that
none of the coach trainings I have taken has
required me to demonstrate my prowess with bow
and arrow. PGA Golf Coaches must shoot no more
than a few strokes above par on a PGA certified
course to become a coach. (It must be witnessed,
too.) If this is important, we need to do as the PGA
has done and require archery coaches to demon-
strate competence with bow and arrow.

“I‘ve found truth in just about every book or article
I’ve ever read on the golf swing. But there’s usually one

thing or another in any particular piece of writing
that, when applied by the wrong person, could cause a

real setback.” John Jacobs
This correlates exactly with archery in which

generic advice is given around freely and which cre-
ates a great deal of frustration when adopted by
people for whom it was not intended (recurve
advice to compound archers, expert advice for
beginners, etc.).

“Many theories have come and gone. Most of them I’ve
disagreed with. Many arise from the originators being
focused on fixes that apply to their own games. But
that doesn’t mean that fix should have been given to

the golfing population at large.” John Jacobs
In archery we hang on the word of any archer

who is experiencing success and we often don’t even
wait for them to explain. The story that comes to
mind is the successful Vegas shooter who wore a
glove on his bow hand for health reasons and then
had people doing the same as they attributed his
success to the glove somehow.

“The hardest thing about golf is that the natural cor-
rection is wrong. Slicers see the ball go to the right and

aim farther left. It only makes their slices bigger.”
John Jacobs

Like golf, I think archery is counterintuitive.
For example, how many of us, struggling with get-
ting a clean finger release, thought that getting the
string out closer to our finger tips (in a “tip hook”)
would help? It is perfectly logical; it just doesn’t
work. Archers who get good coaching from the start
make much faster progress than archers who do not
because they avoid these traps that ensnare those
who coach themselves.

Continued on Next Page

Finally, A Book On Coaching Archery!
There are lots of books about archery—about archery form, archery execution,
archery equipment, even archery history; but there weren’t any books in print
on archery coaching . . . until now. Finally there is a book on coaching for begin-
ning to intermediate archery coaches. In Coaching Archery you will learn not
what to teach (which you can get that from those other books) but how to teach
it and much more you won’t get from certification courses.Topics include:
• tips on running programs
• the styles of archery
• the mental side of archery
• an exploration of archery coaching styles
• helping with equipment
• coaching at tournaments
• plus, advice on becoming a better coach from some top coaches

There are even seven whole pages of resources for coaches! If you are a archery
coach looking to increase your coaching skills, this is the book for you!

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

http://www.amazon.com/Coaching-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147104/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1294245552&sr=1-1
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“The correction given to a student is inevitably going
to be uncomfortable because in all likelihood it’s an

exaggerated contrary of the student’s fault. But the real
challenge is imparting the fix so the particular indi-
vidual will understand. Because if they can grasp the

“why,” they’ll stay with it.” John Jacobs
Jacob’s phrase “an exaggerated contrary” rings a

bell for me (see the next quote). Some archers need
an explanation, some don’t. The coach’s job is to
know which kind of student “this one” is.

“I’ve found that about 80 percent of players will
underdo a fix and revert in the direction of their orig-
inal tendency. Only about 20 percent will overdo it.”

John Jacobs
When I ask a student to try a form change I

always ask them to over do it at first. Because the
new form element feels so awkward to the archer,
overdoing it allows the archer to revert back some-
what toward his/her old form (which will happen
anyway) and the middle ground
will feel right faster. I explain
what we are doing and why so
the individual will understand. I
also use the example of
Goldilocks for whom so many
things were, for example: too
hard, too soft, ahh . . . just right.
The old form was too some-
thing, the new exaggerated
form is too something opposite
and somewhere in between is
just right. (I am working on an
article on coaching techniques
and I call this the Goldilocks Technique, so I have
already laid claim to it. Yes, my precious.)

“We don’t all react to words in the same way, and the
differences in our imaginations, particularly about a

thing so subjective as golf, make us more likely to grasp
an idea in different ways. Put it one way, and maybe
40 in 100 will get it. Put it another way, and another

20 will get it, and so on.” John Jacobs
A good archery coach needs to be able to

explain the same concept (form element, technique,
etc.) in several different ways, because of this very
phenomenon.

“Getting very deep into technique can lead to some
successes, but it’s dangerous for most.” John Jacobs
This is true in archery, too. The athlete’s point

of view is from inside and the coach’s is from out-
side. The athlete is working mostly from feel and
the coach can’t feel a thing the athlete is feeling.
The coach needs to know a great deal of informa-

tion (about muscles, angles and lines, etc.) that can’t
possibly help an athlete perform. The coach has to
decide what to tell an athlete that will help him/her
perform and it is seldom the nitty-gritty details of
archery technique.

“I was very sympathetic toward the bad golfer who
tried. I got huge pleasure out of getting someone hit-
ting good shots. I remember Mrs. Calendar, who took
up the game at age 60, after her husband died, to get
her mind off her loss. She saw me every week and did
exactly as I told her. I was good at teaching that sort of
person, and her dedication brought out the best in me.

In two years, she had a handicap, played with the
ladies’ group, and became very fond of the game. And

that’s probably the best job I’ve ever done.” John
Jacobs

A great many very good archery coaches recom-
mend that coaches always work with beginners to
keep us grounded and conversant with the basics. I

have found that a lesson with an
earnest student can be very
refreshing and rewarding, no
matter the level of student. And
beginners make the most rapid
progress of any students, so we
get to see the fruits of our labor
in short order.

“When you’re teaching good play-
ers, they might turn your expla-
nation into a different thought
that works for them. You’ve helped
them because they know how to

help themselves. A handicap golfer will tend to hang on
the words more literally, which makes it more impor-
tant to find the right words.” John Jacobs

Archers use a lot of jargon. I can remember
being puzzled as a beginner trying to figure out
what the instructions I was being given meant. It is
very important when working with beginners that
you explain things in jargon free, plain language
until they come to learn what things like what a
“dry fire” is or what “dropping your bow arm”
means.

“My priorities in a good player are: one, temperament;
two, technique; and three, physical strength. Of these,
the right temperament for tournament competition is by
far the most important.” John Jacobs

The importance of the mental game in both
golf and archery make this comment true for both,
I think.

“There is for many people an ideal golf swing and a

“Having the “ideal” form
and “ideal” execution in
mind will lead you to try
to execute that form in

competition and will lead
you away from shooting
“your shot,” which will

produce poorer results.”
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An Archery Book Just for Kids!

Written for an 8-14 year old audience,Archery for Kids explores with
text, photos, and diagrams all the questions new archers have about the
sport they are embracing. In fact, each chapter ends with a Q&A session
based on the most common question kids ask about archery.

Kids learn about the sport from one of the most knowledgable
coaches around, Steve Ruis.

Topics include:
• How to always be safe
• The ins and outs of bows and arrows
• How to buy your own gear
• How to shoot, and
• How to compete.

Get your copy of Archery for Kids today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

competitive golf swing, and tak-
ing the ideal swing into competi-
tion can be a mistake.” John
Jacobs

I think what Coach Jacobs
is saying here relates to a phrase
used by archery coaches for stu-
dents entering competition,
namely: Shoot your shot. The
emphasis here is on the word “your.” Most archery
technique books discuss an idealized form, but
when I look at champion archers, I don’t see anyone
shooting exactly that way. Every archer has some
personal elements in their form and execution.
Some archers are so distinctive you can recognize
them from far away from just their manner of
shooting (Rick McKinney comes to mind). Having
the “ideal” form and “ideal” execution in mind will
lead you to try to execute that form in competition
and will lead you away from shooting “your shot,”
which will produce poorer results.

“Golf can be such a difficult game because there are so
many different ways of playing it correctly. For golfers
to improve, they have to first decide on their own cor-

rect way, and then stick with it.” John Jacobs
Because there are so many champions with “dis-

tinctive” form and execution, I’d have to say that it

is a truism that: Archery can be
such a difficult game because
there are so many different ways
of playing it correctly. Certainly
it is imperative for an ambitious
archer to get their shot right
before they drill it home with
many thousands of repetitions.
Certainly there are many varia-

tions of standard form and execution. And certain-
ly archers who are stuck with form that doesn’t work
for them are faced with a great deal of training to fix
what is wrong and all of that effort doesn’t advance
the archer, it just gets them back on a track they
never should have been off of.

Conclusion
I don’t think golf is the only sport with coaching
wisdom that applies to archery. I could have made
this article twice as long with other comments made
by John Jacobs and there are literally hundreds of
other golf coaches with material in print. Look
around and see for yourself. Pick your favorite indi-
vidual sport and check out some of it’s coaching
wisdom. And I will get back to work at getting the
wisdom of our current great archery coaches into
print for you to savor.

“‘Getting very deep into
technique can lead to

some successes, but it’s
dangerous for most.’

John Jacobs”

http://www.amazon.com/Archery4Kids-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147171/ref=sr_1_5?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1294245662&sr=1-5
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There’s an old locust shade tree on the north
side of my house next to the gully that drains out of
the hollow. So, as the weather warms this spring I’ll
spend lots of practice time there shooting at forty-
eight yards. I know my left-handed PSE Money-
Maker shoots well; it helps me draw easily, aim
steady and release while the sight stays on the mid-
dle. Not all of the bows I’ve shot over the past ten
years have enabled me to do that so it’s nice having
one that does.

It’s taken a long time to get to this position and
along the way I’ve had to accept the fact that “I
ain’t as young as I used to be.” Nor as strong! Nor
as durable! (Getting older is not for wimps!) I’ve
even had to switch to shooting left-handed. It took
a while to find a bow that fits my needs. Notice I
said “needs” and not “wants.” I wanted to shoot the
bows that the young guys are shooting in the false

hope that I would get the results they are getting
but my body can’t do that anymore. So I have
adjusted to what my body can do and found some
bows and cams that lend themselves to that set of
skills. You may have to make the same adjustment.

Assessing Your Needs
All archers should find the bow best suited to their
needs. And that means some of you “older” guys
and gals will have to select a bow with soft-draw
cams. Others of you will have to lower the draw
weight a few pounds so you can shoot without over
stressing your muscles. I also know some of you will
actually listen to this advice while others will not;
don’t wait too long!

Of course, lots of younger archers must also
consider the following categories in making a good
bow choice: eye dominance, height, strength, hand
size, physical challenges, age, shooting purpose,
amount of practice time, and arrow speed. Please
note that I purposely listed arrow speed last
because you need to learn to shoot first before
going after speed.

Depending on how you fit into these categories
you’ll select a left- or right-handed bow based on
its axle-to-axle length, cam style, peak weight, grip
size, handle shape, and brace height. To that end I
have some thoughts and recommendations for you
in the following sections of this article.

Eye Dominance
Aiming is really important to shooting success.

The aiming eye is basic to this process and must be
identified before you choose a particular type of
bow. If you are left eye dominant then you should
be shooting a left-handed bow unless some other
physical challenge prevents you from doing so (see
photo top of next column)

Try this method to determine your dominant

BETTER ACCURACY
THROUGH BETTER BOW

SELECTION
by Larry Wise

Shooting good groups at a distance like 48 yards takes good bow tun-
ing, good form and a bow that is matched to your abilities.That means
the draw length, draw weight and the appropriate cam must fit your
body’s capabilities.
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eye. Stand a short distance from a target face,
maybe ten feet. Next, extend your arms horizontal-
ly toward the target with your palms facing it and
your hands about two feet apart. Then, slowly move
your extended arms and hands together forming a

quarter-sized hole around the target spot. Now
close your left eye. If the spot stayed in place in the
quarter-sized hole then your right eye is your dom-
inant eye. If the spot disappears from the hole then
your left eye is dominant. Repeat the test by clos-
ing your right eye to be sure.

If you have never shot a bow before then it’s
easiest to start with a bow that matches your dom-
inant eye; a left-handed bow for left-eye domi-
nance and a right-handed bow for right-eye domi-
nance. Selecting a bow by eye dominance will pay
accuracy and consistency dividends in the long
term regardless of which hand is dominant—mus-
cles can be trained with proper practice.

If you have been shooting for a while using
your non-dominant eye for aiming then you face
the serious decision of switching bow hands or cov-
ering your dominant eye with a patch. The best
long term solution is to switch bow hands, but it
remains your decision. I had to switch to left-hand-
ed shooting because of neck vertebra issues—it
took me eleven weeks to be able to shoot a 525
field round. You can do it in that time frame, too!

Shooter Height and Bow Length
I’m tall, 6´2˝ tall, so I have a rather long draw
length, 31˝ AMO. That would be about 291⁄4˝ True

Continued on the Next Page

Kirk Etheridge is Back in Print!

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

Professional ArcheryTechnique,written by Kirk Ethridge, who won numer-
ous indoor and outdoor championships in NAA, NFAA, and FITA competition,
as well as being the 1992 Las Vegas Unlimited Champion and 1993 FITAWorld
Indoor Champion, has been out of print for quite a while, but no longer!

Kirk shares his expertise and hard-won advice freely in this book. Topics
include bow and arrow setup, perfecting your form, the shooting process, tuning
the bow, troubleshooting, the mental game, and defeating target panic.

Professional ArcheryTechnique blew the whistle on rangefinding tech-
niques, used to determine the distances to unmarked range targets and which
are still illegal in most organizations, that were and are in widespread use in field
archery. Now, you don’t have to wonder why you don’t place in unmarked
shoots; you can learn how the winners do it!

While focussed on compound archers who want to excel, Kirk also offers tips
to recurve archers and bowhunters, as well.

Get yours soon!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Slowly swinging outstretched arms together in front of you until your
hands cover your face as shown will show your dominant eye to the
person looking at you. You’ll shoot more consistently through time by
aiming with this eye and matching the bow to that side regardless of
which is your dominant hand & arm. If you’re left-handed but right-
eye dominant you have an advantage by shooting right-handed and
being able to hold the bow with your dominant left hand.

http://www.amazon.com/Professional-Archery-Technique-Kirk-Ethridge/dp/0982147120/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1294245497&sr=8-1
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Draw (from the grip pivot point to the nocking
point on the drawn string. When I have tall stu-
dents come to me with bows set at 28˝ or 29˝ I
immediately know that we’ll have to increase their
bow’s draw length setting to get them into the
proper full-draw-position (That being with their
drawing forearm in line behind the arrow and an
unbent bow arm). I also have many shorter stu-
dents come with bows set too long for them (maybe
we need to get them together to swap bows).

My 6´2˝ and taller friends have a dilemma.
Some of the best bows on the market today don’t
accommodate their longer draw needs. For
instance, they may be attracted to the new PSE X-
Force bows but if they have a 32˝ draw length
they’ll have to select the Vendetta XL model which
is advertized to go as long as 32.5˝ (Actually it will
go longer). There’s only so much a company can do
with draw length on a 32-inch axle-to-axle bow so
a tall guy has to look for a longer bow if he needs
more than 31˝ of draw length.

Shooting a short bow, for example a 33˝ axle-
to-axle bow, on its longest setting creates a very
acute string angle at the nocking point. This is not
necessarily a disadvantage for accuracy because all
of these bows shoot very well but it is a detriment
to peep placement. The smaller the string angle at
full draw the further the peep is from a shooter’s
eye and that’s a bit frustrating when you’re trying to
keep your head in a proper upright position or find
that big buck in the failing light of evening. I’m

sure you realize that the more accurate solution for
tall archers is to look at a 37˝ or 38˝ axle-to-axle
bow so that their draw length can be accommodat-
ed without having that very acute string angle at
the nock. That allows a tall guy can have a peep
close to his eye while keeping his head in proper
position. This is the more accurate way to go and
that’s the main reason I’m sticking with my 38˝
PSE Shark-X for this hunting season.

Archers who fit naturally into a 26˝ to 29˝ draw
length will fit all of the 32˝ and 33˝ axle-to-axle
bows without difficulty. They will also get great
accuracy with them using common tuning proce-
dures. But you taller guys will need to look to the
longer models and you’ll have to refrain from buy-
ing that short bow from your short cousin. Your
shooting will have a better chance to be consistent
with longer bows.

What about you shorter guys, youth archers
and women? If you don’t match up well with one of
the top bow models then consider a bow made
specifically for archers of your size. I highly stress
the importance of using proper posture and learn-
ing to shoot correctly before shooting high speed or
high peak weight bows suitable for hunting. Shoot-
ing form must always come first in any form of
archery. So look to the bows designed to fit 24-inch
to 28-inch draw lengths.

The major bow manufacturers make bows to fit
smaller-than-average archers of all ages. Hoyt, for
instance, makes the Vixen (23˝ – 29˝), Alpha Burn-
er (22˝ – 30˝) and the Ruckus (18˝ – 28˝) that fit
shorter-draw archers. I like the adjustable draw
length of the Cam & 1/2 and Versa Cams and lower

Continued on Page 30

Be aware that a short bow will generate a sharp string angle when
fully drawn. This angle will require the peep sight to be pushed high-
er up the string to be in front of your eye and, therefore, further from
your eye. This is more of a problem for small-hole target peeps than for
large-hole hunting peeps.

Drawing the bow far enough to get your drawing forearm in line with
the arrow at full draw is the best indicator that your bow is set at the
right draw length.This position will place your drawing shoulder and
shoulder blade in optimum position for using back tension to generate
consistent performance.
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Two New Books from WAF!
Watching Arrows Fly Announces

Two New Archery Books!

Do you know new young archers or
parents of new archers?

Get them started right with these new guides!

Available from Better Pro Shops and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com

Written for an 8-14 year old audience, Archery for
Kids explores with text, photos, and diagrams all the
questions new archers have about the sport they are
embracing. In fact, each chapter ends with a Q&A
session based on the most common question kids ask
about archery.

Kids learn about the sport from one of the most
knowledgable coaches around, Steve Ruis.

Topics include:
• How to always be safe
• The ins and outs of bows and arrows
• How to buy your own gear
• How to shoot, and
• How to compete.

Finally, parents with kids getting involved in
archery have a book just for them. Everything par-
ents want to know is covered, like:
• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about
archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique,
execution, and equipment.

Get your copy ofAParent’sGuide toArchery today!
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http://www.amazon.com/Archery4Kids-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147171/ref=sr_1_5?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1294245662&sr=1-5
http://www.amazon.com/Parents-Guide-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147155/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1294245720&sr=1-1
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draw weights these bows offer. Be aware, however,
that they all have low-brace-height reflex handles
that give more arrow speed but require good bow
hand form to get consistent accuracy but that’s a
fair tradeoff to get into a bow that fits and is
adjustable.

PSE makes the Bowmadness, Brute, Stinger, and
the Nova-NI all available with draw lengths from
25˝ to 30˝. The last three all use my favorite PSE
NI single cam that is easy to draw and easy to
adjust – it’s the cam from the MoneyMaker so you
know it’s accurate as well. The Chaos-FC and
MiniBurner accommodate the 16˝ to 27˝ shorter
but growing archer at 29#, 40#, 50# and 60# draw
weights.

Bear Archery makes the Home Wrecker (22˝–
28˝) and the Apprentice (15˝ – 27˝) for the growing
shorter-draw archer. The Home Wrecker is available
at 50# while the Apprentice is available from 20# to
50#. Once again these bows are low brace height to
get some speed but offer that adjustability you need
for the smaller/growing archer.

Three bows available from Bowtech are the
new Assassin (26˝– 30˝), the Heart Breaker (22.5˝–
27˝) and the Soldier (22˝– 29˝). The Assassin can be
ordered at 50#, 60# or 70#, the Soldier is available
from 25# to 65# while the Heart Breaker is available
at 40#, 50# and 60# max draw weights. You get the
top design features of Bowtech with these bows
including draw-weight adjustment draw length
adjustment.

Speed and Brace Height
Lower the brace height of a bow and you have the
potential to get a faster arrow. The closer the string
is to the bow handle when you start drawing means
that you have to draw the string further to get to
your full-draw-position. And then on the forward
power stroke the arrow is propelled for that same
longer distance allowing for more energy transfer
from the bow to the arrow. A longer power-stroke
transfers more energy to the arrow giving it more
speed.

In the past, manufacturers have tried brace
heights as low as five and six inches. Brace heights
this low, however, can result in string slap on your
bow arm so most bow companies keep bow designs
around a seven-inch brace distance. That means an
archer drawing a 30˝ AMO bow—that’s 28.25˝
behind the grip pivot—would get (28.5˝ – 7˝) or
21.5˝ of power stroke. Compared to a 9˝ brace
height bow which would have only a 19.5˝ power
stroke. Every inch of power stroke accounts for
about ten to fifteen feet per second of arrow speed
so two inches is significant.

However, this speed comes with a price. Curv-
ing the “reflex” handle toward the archer places it in
a more unstable geometric position for the purpose
of aiming. The grip pivot is now between the archer

and the limb-pivot points at the ends of the riser
and the archer is “pushing” those limb pivots
toward the target while in the deflex handle the
archer’s bow hand is “pulling” the limb pivots to the
target. So the trade-off for more speed is less aim-
ing stability.

This doesn’t mean that the bow is less accurate.
It means that to get the accuracy and speed at the
same time you must practice the highly critical
“bow hand placement” skill and become proficient
with it. Beginners are not so good at bow hand
skills so you should be guided to a more straight-
line bow handle design until you become more
skilled and consistent.

Strength, Peak Weight and Cam Style
This category separates the men from the boys and
the women from the girls! And, yes, I know where
I fit in here; I’ve entered the “old men” category but
I’m comfortable with that and know how to deal
with it. Too many guys won’t admit where they are
and that places a burden on their bow selection –
don’t pick a bow that’s going to do you harm just
because you want lots of speed.

So how do you know what is the right peak
weight for your size and strength? That’s a very
important question and one that must be answered
before buying a bow. At least it’s important if you
want to shoot well while learning, to perform con-
sistently in the long term, and to hunt effectively.

Most students who attend my shooting schools

A reflex handle like this one will have a brace height of about 7˝ and
generate a longer power stroke than a deflex handle. That means the
nock will stay on the string for a longer distance, receive more energy
from the bow limbs and, hopefully, have more speed. The trade-off
comes in aiming stability when the grip pivot point is between the
limb pivots and the bowstring.
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or come for private coaching are drawing more
peak weight than they should. First and foremost
you must be able to draw the bow properly and,
secondly, you must be able to draw the bow often to
get the practice you need to be consistent.

Good shooting form requires that you set your
body posture erect, raise the bow with your bow
arm extended so the sight is slightly above the tar-
get center and then draw the bow straight back at
that level. All the while you must maintain eye
contact with the target much like golfers
who must maintain eye contact with the
ball through their back swing and power
stroke. Failing to maintain eye contact
will result in faltering accuracy and low-
level consistency (see photo above).

The solution for most archers is to
turn the draw weight down until you can
draw the bow straight back while looking
at the target. Practice good form first to
get consistent and then gradually turn
the draw weight up to get ready for hunt-
ing season. Protect your form and save
your body. You can reason this way: it is
more important to hit that pass-through-
the-lung-shot every time than it is to try
to “crush bone.” Crushing bone and
shooting deer at fifty yards is for guns
and bullets; as a bow hunter you have to
hit the lungs where the broadhead can do
its intended cutting job! And do that at

less than thirty yards.
Cam design is another bow-fitting issue for

archers. Understanding the force-draw curve of a
bow helps you understand what’s required from our
bodies when we draw a bow. I know some bow
manufacturers have printed these curves in their
catalogs in the past but not many do so now. If I
had my wish, every bow catalog would have the
force-draw curve printed for each cam offered. I
think the general archery public is educated
enough to understand the basics of such a curve
and, with a little guidance can make good choices
regarding what bow fits their abilities.

Let me present two curves I did recently on my
own PSE bows. First is the curve for my Vendetta-
XL (see bottom of this page) and second is the curve
of my Shark-X hunting bow (see yop of next page).

The peak weight is the same for both and the
distances are measured between the bowstring and
the rest mounting hole. The difference is where
this peak weight occurs and how long the weight
dwells at peak. The Shark-X with the NI cam
slopes more gently upward than the Vendetta and
doesn’t reach peak weight until 18-inch distance.
The Vendetta climbs much faster and reaches peak
at 14-inches of draw. The Vendetta’s peak weight
holds at or near peak weight for a distance of ten-
inches while the Shark-X holds near peak for only
six-inches. At the Shark-X drops more gently off of
peak and downward to the “valley” or holding posi-
tion of 29-inches.

The Vendetta is faster and that’s the one most
shooters want and with good reason, faster arrows

Continued on the Next Page

Maintaining eye contact with the target while raising your bow is
essential to maintaining head and body posture during the draw.
Having to raise the bow high in order to draw it indicates an excessive
amount of draw weight; turn it down a few pounds. Drawing with
the bow at target height also allows the bow to pressure into your bow
hand at that shooting level, increasing consistency

Draw-Force Curve for PSE Vendetta
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have less drop at down range unmarked targets.
That’s great for most shooters but not for all. What
about those women who don’t have the arm and
shoulder strength to draw over peak weight for
eight or ten inches? Or us old guys who can draw
high peak weight but not past 20 inches where the
drawing process is hard on old shoulder muscles? I
can only handle a short distance at peak weight
without tearing up my shoulder and neck.

The bottom line is this; I can give up the five
or ten feet per second of arrow speed for the abili-
ty to shoot the bow more often with greater accu-
racy and no pain. I can enjoy archery with the
Shark-X NI cam because I can shoot it enough to
get into shooting shape. Besides, I don’t like “takin’
a beatin’.” The difficult part is you should be shoot-
ing a softer cam and then doing it.

Here’s a good line of reasoning to use if you’re
not sure you want to switch to lower peak weight
and/or a softer cam. Mario Andretti drove Indy
Cars and Formula One and was the best at both for
years but what’s he driving now? You can be sure it
isn’t Indy Cars although I’m sure he’s still driving
some kind of racecar but it’s not nearly as fast and
it has really, really good brakes!

Hand Size
Getting good results from a bow requires proper
bow hand position on the grip section. A small
hand on a wide wooden bow grip isn’t going to
match well enough to yield torque-free results so
some consideration must be given to bow grip size
and design when selecting a new bow (see photo

below)
When placing your hand on a bow

your knuckles should be at a forty-five
degree angle. This bow hand position rolls
your forearm out from in front of the
bowstring and places only the palm pad
below your thumb on the grip section of
the bow. This is the best way to eliminate
torque between your hand and the bow
grip.

If you make a “stop sign” with your
bow hand and relax your fingers you’ll
notice that your index knuckle is higher
than your thumb knuckle. A bow grip
should accommodate this anatomy fea-
ture but some don’t; any arrow shelf that
protrudes over your index knuckle may
interfere with good bow hand placement.
You’ll have to be mindful of this feature if
you have large hands with big knuckles.

I like the grip sections of the all of
my PSE bows. My hand fits well in the

position I described above promoting little or no
torque transfer to the handle. Likewise the grips on
the Hoyt and Bear compounds I’ve shot have well
constructed grip sections. Most compound manu-
facturers today have learned to design grips that fit
bow hands properly.

Draw-Force Curve for PSE Shark-X

A wide wooden grip like this one is better suited to a bigger hand but
even then it promotes hand torque. I’ve never been able to get the hand
placement I like with these types of grips.



Large wooden grips can be easily modified to
fit appropriately. I use a stationary belt sander to
round off protrusions that interfere with the index
knuckle and to make a flat spot where the thumb
pad should be placed. If you mess it up you can
always get a replacement; do what it takes to get a
good hand fit.

If you have small hands, you may find it neces-

sary to select a bow with a self-grip. In other words,
the grip is the metal bow handle itself. This is the
way most of the pros shoot because of their desire
to minimize bow hand torque. If your only intent is
to hunt then I recommend wrapping the handle
with tennis-grip tape; it’s not thick but it will help
insulate your hand from that cold metal handle.

Intended Purpose
You already know that one of the most important
questions you must answer is “What are you going
to do with this bow?” The choices are hunting, 3-
D, target shooting, or just recreation. Knowing the
answer to this question is essential, I think, to
determining both draw weight and handle style.

Hunting and 3-D require more arrow speed to
get the job done. I hunt with about 55# but shoot
target with only 45#. I’m sure 50# would get the
job done for hunting but I can do the 55#if I work
at it so I take advantage of the extra speed and the
penetration it can give. Quite a few guys come to
me with their 60-70# bows and struggle to get it
back at 60#. They’d be better off starting their
summer practice at 50# and work up to the 60# for
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Many bows have an arrow shelf that protrudes into the space where
your index knuckle should be. To shoot this bow I removed the “wing”
assembly so my knuckle would not press against it and generate torque
into the grip section.

To correctly place your bow hand onto the grip section of the bow you
should orient your knuckles to a forty-five degree angle with the hori-
zontal. The tape strip shows the correct hand area that should contact
the bow grip section. Your fingers should be relaxed and only the thumb
pad should be in contact with the bow so that the radius bone in your
forearm can resist the force of the bow. Note that the index knuckle is
higher than the thumb

Continued on the Next Page

www.nfaa-archery.org
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hunting season. Accuracy and a bow you can shoot
comfortably (and more often) should come first.

Youth and women hunters need to shoot at
least 40# for hunting. This weight will generate
enough arrow speed and energy to kill game ani-
mals within twenty yards. At 12, my son took a nice
eight-pointer with a 40# compound. He worked for
weeks to build up to 40# but it paid off with a clean
kill. Many of the smaller bows mentioned earlier
will adjust to this minimum hunting benchmark
and that should be a priority when you select a
hunting bow.

3-D archery aspirations tend to push archers
up the poundage scale. It often leads them way too
far up the scale, about ten pounds too far. If you
want extra speed for 3-D then select a reflex han-
dle bow that offers the lower 7-inch brace height.
The lower brace height will yield a longer power
stroke (the arrow is on the string longer) and when
matched with the proper arrow will generate the
higher speed you need for 3-D archery.

Target shooting demands long-range accuracy
so look for a straight-line or deflex handle design.
Speed is nice for target shooting but aiming stabil-
ity of a deflex handle is more important. You can’t
hit a dime at forty yards if you can’t hold a steady

aim on it. Dave Barnsdale makes a great deflex
handle bow. It’s one of the best aiming bows I own.
So is my PSE MoneyMaker single-cam target bow.
They’re not speed demons but I sure can hit the
middle on a regular basis with them. At the end of
a scoring round the score card has no spaces for
entering your arrow speed, only spaces for tens.

This deflex Barnsdale handle is designed for aiming accuracy. A 9.5”
brace height places the grip pivot on the target side of the limb pivots
allowing the bow hand to pull the limb pivots toward the target. The
higher brace height does reduce the power stroke distance thereby reduc-
ing arrow speed.

Want More on Coaching Archery?

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

Following up on his first coaching book,Coaching Archery, which was
written to help beginning to intermediate coaches, Steve Ruis has a new
offering to archery coaches everywhere. This time, the topics are on the
full gamet of coaching topics which range from the role of emotion in the
making of an archery shot, to teaching the shot sequence, to biomechics,
and how coaches should treat their athletes (and one another) as well as five
major chapters on what is missing from the archery coaching profession.

If you are thinking of becoming a coach or already are an archery coach
and are looking for some new ideas and help with dealing with the logistics
of coaching, this is the book for you.

Get your copy ofMoreOnCoaching Archery today!

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

http://www.amazon.com/More-Coaching-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/098214718X/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1304621716&sr=1-1-catcorr
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Practice Time
To become proficient at shooting you have to prac-
tice; everyone knows this. The problem is many
can’t practice with the bow they have chosen. All
too often they have a bow that is too short or too
long in draw length for them, too high in draw
weight or has a force draw-curve too radical for
their body to withstand for many shots. If this is
you, then select your next bow based on what you
“need” instead of what you “want.” After all, isn’t it
time to enjoy archery?

Keep well, shoot straight.

Larry

Finally, A Book for Archery Parents!

Finally, parents with kids getting involved in archery have a book just
for them. Everything parents want to know is covered, like:

• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique, execution, and

equipment.
Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

http://www.amazon.com/Parents-Guide-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147155/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1294245720&sr=1-1
www.trueflightfeathers.com
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There are two times during which it is important for
archers to determine the causes of poorly shot arrows:
during competition (right after having shot a poor
arrow) and when they are considering equipment up
grades because they think their equipment is holding
them back.We looked at both of these situations in this
issue’s AER Article for Archers and we will look at your
role in each of this situations, too. Here. Now. (If you
want to know what we told the archers, read the com-
panion article.)

Troubleshooting Between Shots
Real time trouble shooting between shots is a necessary
skill for archers. If you start doing something wrong,
should you just keep practicing it or should you correct
it before shooting more arrows?This sounds like a dumb
question because the answer is
obvious, but we believe this is the
source of the difference between
archers who get good basic coach-
ing when they begin and archers
who do not. (Archers who learn on
their own are predisposed to mak-
ing mistakes and then practicing
them until they are very hard to fix (the dreaded “bad
habit”).)

This is critical when archers are just getting started
and a lot falls on the shoulders of coaches to nip bad
habits in the bud. But as archers progress, they need to
develop their own skills at troubleshooting.During com-
petition, or a practice round, or even just practice every-
body shoots arrows that don’t landwhere they should.For
any particular “bad” shot, there are three possible causes:
the archer, the archer’s equipment, or the archer’s envi-

ronment (wind, twigs overhanging the flight path of their
arrows, sun in their eyes, etc.). If they have a poor shot
and guess wrong as to its cause and make a correction
based on the wrong source of the problem, they are just
going to make another mistake, and another, and anoth-
er. . . .

Archers will learn how to do this troubleshooting,
but as we have insisted before, experience is a brutal
teacher. Coaches can make this experience much easier
by providing a little instruction.The first thing an archer
needs to check when troubleshooting is whether or not
you they were the source of the problem. They have a
couple of techniques available to help with this task: one
is to be able to replay the previous shot in memory.This
is worth spending some practice time learning. Students
take shots and then pause after each one to remember

what that shot looked and felt and
sounded like. Often they will get a
clue from such a replay as to what
they might have done wrong. You
can pair up your students and have
them shoot an arrow and immedi-
ately close their eyes.They need to
then tell their shooting partner

where on the target they think their arrow hit and
whether they think they did anything wrong.After some
practice, archers can recall the position of their aperture
in their sight picture upon release, the feel of the bow in
their hand, the feel of the tension in their back upon fol-
lowthrough, a truly amazing amount of detail. And it
takes only a little practice to achieve this.

Another technique is for archers to maintain a men-
tal checklist of their personal “most common mistakes.”
These are generally categorized according to where the

AER Articles for Coaches #7

Is It Them . . .
or Their Equipment?
Part of Archery Instructor Fundamentals by AER

“Assessing shots and
troubleshooting them is a
vital skill for consistent
high quality shooting.”
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arrows miss (Why I Generally Shoot High, Why I
Generally Shoot Right, etc.). If your archer shoots a low

arrow, their mental check list comes to
mind and if they did any one of the
things on that list it will generally jump
off the list! It helps if you can get them to
write these things down in a notebook they
have with them in their bow case (or wherever).

The reason why archers need to check them-
selves first is because short term memory is volatile and
if they put it off, they will lose the memory of the feel of
the shot quite rapidly.

Generally it is easiest to check one’s shooting envi-
ronment. For example, at many competitions pennants

are placed on top of the target butts to help archers
gauge the wind. The archers are on the shooting line to
gauge the wind there and there are often bushes or trees
along side the range to help gauge the wind in between.
It is highly unlikely that they would have missed a wind
stiff enough to cause a significant miss, but they can
double check this. People have used binoculars or spot-
ting scopes to discover their arrow impaled a bird on its

Continued on the Next Page

Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!

Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney,
Don Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette
Musta, and others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target
archery. You’ll find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your
form, and up-to-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
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“Most archers overrate the role
of their equipment in their

performance.”

A Note on Defective/Flawed Arrows

Some factors affecting the behavior of arrows
can be quite hidden from view. For example,
aluminum arrows that have been bent and then
straightened a number of times will stop group-
ing with the other arrows of the set.This is due
to the fact that when an aluminum tube is bent,
the metal on outside of the bend is stretched
and the metal on the inside is compressed.
Look at any knuckle on your hand: the outside
surface has extra skin to allow for the stretch
and in inside surface has creases to facilitate the
compression/buckling that occurs there. Put on
a pair of gloves that are too tight and you will
have trouble bending your fingers as there is no
extra material allowing for the stretching at
each knuckle. Similarly carbon arrows can
crack on their inside surfaces and thus weaken
the shaft even though there is no visible flaw.
Two arrows can look the same but weigh quite
different.

http://www.amazon.com/Precision-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0736046348/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1294245692&sr=1-1


path to the target, so strange things can
happen. In NFAA field shoots, by stand-
ing archers tend to watch arrows fly
because if one hits an overhanging obstruc-

tion (like a twig or leaf ), a remedy is available.
Checking one’s equipment generally requires

an archer to look at their bow to see if anything has
moved (smart archers use a fine pointed marker to mark
the positions of bow sight extensions, clickers, com-
pound bow eccentrics, anything that moves—this is
something you can teach them). Have them rap their
bow and limbs with their knuckles
and listen. Loose parts will rattle
or buzz. Have them check knobs
that tend to loosen to see if they
are still tight. Have them wiggle
things like their sight aperture,
their arrow rest, and other critical
parts to see if they feel loose. If
they find something loose, could it
be the source of the problem? If
not, they need to keep looking.
(This is really hard to learn so
most of this is learned by trial and
error.)

This troubleshooting skill is not just for problems.
Champion archers compare their assessment of a shot
with the outcome (from binocular or spotting scope
checks of every arrow). If it felt like a good shot and it
scored as expected, the next shot is just a “do over.” If it
felt good and scored poorly, then troubleshooting as
described here begins. If it felt like a poor shot and
scored poorly, that is to be expected.The absolute worse
case scenario is the shot was awful but scored well.
What? One gets lucky and this is the worse case sce-
nario? Yep! Your archer has just imprinted his/her sub-
conscious mind that shots that score well can be impro-
vised.While this may be true on very rare occasions, it is
not true in general, so archers must really focus on get-
ting back to their practiced, regular shot as soon as pos-
sible, and the one shot they can easily replay in their
minds, the one they just messed up, is not a good model.

So, archers have to think their way through a com-
petition and their conscious thinking has to be confined
to the time between shots, otherwise it will distract the
archer from making good shots. Assessing shots and
troubleshooting them is a vital skill for consistent high
quality shooting.

Now let’s switch our focus to a broader aspect of “is
it them or their equipment?”

Managing Equipment Roadblocks
When an archer comes to you and says “I think my
equipment is holding me back!” (or some equivalent),
what are you going to say? What we think you should

say is “Well, let’s look at you and your equipment.” Now
this may not be possible during a group class and may
require a private lesson on the side. Coaches may choose
to do a cursory once over and if something obvious is
found (bent arrows, for example) you could deal with
that during class and, if nothing is glaringly wrong,
maybe a private lesson will be needed. (Obviously if the
student is underage, parental approval is needed to set up
and pay for such a session).

FirstThings FirstWe like to at least make a cursory
equipment inspect to rule out obvious problems like

mismatched or bent arrows or a
broken bow string (Only one bro-
ken strand will cause the string to
stretch, continuously!) but if noth-
ing glaring is found, assess the
archer. The archer is primarily
responsible for accuracy (contrary
to what equipment manufacturers
suggest, but give them a break,
they are just trying to make a liv-
ing) so the place to start is with the
archer. Start by asking your stu-
dent to shoot some arrows at a
quite close target. Observe their

grouping: where is the group located, are there “fliers,”
how small is the group, is the group “round”? If there are
fliers, remove those arrows and ask them to shoot again.
If there are no fliers upon reshooting, possibly the
removed arrows are defective.

Have them then shoot at a substantially longer dis-
tance. Often young and physically weaker students have
to hold their bows at a very high angle to shoot longer
distances (short draw length, low draw weight, heavier
arrows all hinder higher arrow speeds).This higher angle
often distorts their form sufficiently to degrade their
scores/group sizes). At this longer distance you need to
examine their grouping as you did before. If the archer
and his/her equipment are okay, we expect that they will
be able to shoot round groups, centered on the target,
and that their group sizes would be proportional to their
distances. So if your archer shot at ten yards and 40
yards, the group at 40 yards should be four times as wide
and four times as high than at ten yards (four times the
distance means four times the group diameter).

If there are significant flaws in the form or execu-
tion, a prescription for drills to correct those flaws (see
the list of AER Drills) needs to be given and then
another check after sufficient practice has occurred is
also necessary. (Doctors who don’t check back after they
treat us for something are considered very poor doctors.
Same is true for coaches.) If you feel their form is solid
and execution consistent, then their equipment is prob-
ably responsible for any variations from these expecta-
tions.
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“The world of archery
equipment can be baf-
fling to archers, so the
help you give them will

be greatly appreciated. If
not, you are free to

charge the ungrateful
ones more.”
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If their groups are round and centered and propor-
tionally sized, the archer may be complaining that
his/her groups are larger than they have been.We hope
that if your archer is at this stage of awareness he/she has
learned to keep notes. One of the handiest ways to keep
track of group sizes is to use the target circles. If using
standard FITA targets, phrases like “holding the red,” or
“holding the blue” to indicate that the vast majority of
arrows are in those rings or closer to center. (If a group
is a little off center, one can use one’s imagination to
determine which ring it would fit in it weremoved to the
center.This isn’t an exact science.This also assumes a fair
degree of consistency, so records of shooting are very
helpful.

A lot of archers have phones with cameras in them,
so one way to keep track of practice shooting is to start
with a fresh target and then take a picture of the target
after practice, which shows where all of the arrow holes
are. (Obviously labeling the picture with date, numbers
of shots, etc. would also be helpful.)

One of the things that trips up young archers is that
target face sizes change with distance. Obviously shoot-
ing at the same target face, say an 80 cm FITA target, at
two different distances would be comparable but what if
one distance were shot at an 80cm face and another at a
122cm face?Here is a cheat sheet showing the diameters

of all of the rings on four different sizes of FITATargets.
If FITA could have just seen fit to make the biggest

target 120 cm, all of the target sizes would be perfect
simple multiples of one another. (The 122 cm target is
almost exactly 48 inches wide, which was the standard
target size for centuries, so they were keeping faith with
archery’s long history.) As it is they are close enough for
these purposes.

Digging Deeper If an archer is stalled in making
progress, or worse, getting worse, there is a cause. If you
can’t find a form or execution cause, we must look deep-
er. One place to inspect carefully is your archer’s finger
tab. A well worn tab will usually show a fairly precise
dent in it’s top layer from where the string presses (over
and over and over). If there are two such dents, then
maybe there has been a change in the way the string
hand has been positioned on the string. This changes a
great deal in that the archer’s string finger pressures are
changed, as well as is the draw elbow position and any
number of other things. If the tab “tells” on the archer,

ask them to use a back up tab or new
tab and to place their fingers very care-
fully. Hopefully, the old finger position
was drilled much more than the new one
and they can “recover their shot,” so to speak.

Another possible sleuthing tool is to pro-
vide other arrows.They don’t necessarily need to be
an exact match to the archer, they just need to be close
to a good match and consistent. These arrows won’t
impact in the same places as the others but, if the archer’s
grouping improves, you know that it is time for new
arrows.

Recurve bows, especially ones with light drawing
limbs are somewhat notorious for either “fatiguing” or
“breaking down.” Recurve bow limbs are laminated and
if there is a flaw in one of the laminations, the limb will
bend more at the point of the flaw, further weakening
that spot.Well before you can detect the flaw by eye, the
bow will become unstable and poorer groups result. Of
course, you should check to see if the brace height and
tiller are within manufacturer’s specifications. If you don’t
have access to the manufacturer’s specs, we provide com-
mon values for these measurements for various length
bows in the appendices of the Coaches’ Guide to the
AER Recreational Archery Curriculum.

If you can borrow another pair of limbs, swapping

out your archer’s limbs for the different ones should
show if there was anything wrong with the original pair.
If you can’t find another pair of limbs, borrowing a dif-
ferent (but similar) bow and asking your archer to shoot
groups for you may be telling.

Conclusion
Most archers overrate the role of their equipment in
their performance. Consequently many have equipment
far better than they can benefit from.You need to be able
to determine when their equipment is substandard but
also if it is too advanced for them. Kids trying to shoot
grownup bows that are too heavy for them is one simple
example. But high end equipment can be temperamen-
tal (archers say “critical”) and require an expert to shoot
it well, in which case it is doing an archer of less prowess
no favors.

The world of archery equipment can be baffling to
archers, so the help you give them will be greatly appre-
ciated. If not, you are free to charge the ungrateful ones

Outside Ring Diameters on FITA Targets (in cm)
Target� Ring �10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
122 cm 12.2 24.4 36.6 48.8 61.0 73.2 85.4 96.6 108.8 122
80 cm 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64 72 80
60 cm 6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60
40cm 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40
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AER Articles for Archers #6

Is It Me . . .
or My Equipment?
Part of Archer Fundamentals by AER

The most critical period for an archer during
a competition is the space between shots. Begin-
ners think that time is “dead time” and hurry on to
their next shot. Champions know that that is
where championships are won and lost.

Right now we guess that you are thinking
“Hunh? How can you win or lose without shoot-
ing arrows?” (If you weren’t thinking that, just
humor us.) Here is an example: You shot an arrow
and you were puzzled as to why the arrow ended
up on the right side of the target. Thinking that
maybe a wind blew your arrow over there you aim
off to the left hoping the wind will blow your
arrow into the center. Your next arrow misses the
target off of the left side of the target. The real
problem? The knob holding your sight onto your
bow wiggled loose and your sight moved left or
right depending on which way you moved your
bow just before shooting.

There are many, many other causes of missed
shots and if you don’t figure out why you missed,
you win the prize of . . . another miss! Argh! The
time you have to solve your problem is the time
you have before your next shot.

This is not the only time when figuring out
whether poor shooting is due to you or your
equipment comes up. Another time is when you
are trying to decide whether or not to upgrade
your equipment. We are going to look at both of
these situations in this issue’s AER Article for
Archers.

Situation 1: Why Did I Miss?
During competition, or a practice round, or even
just practice everybody shoots arrows that don’t
land where they should. For any particular “bad”
shot, there are three causes: you, your equipment,
or your environment (wind, twigs overhanging the
flight path of your arrows, sun in your eyes, etc.).
If you guess wrong and make a correction based
on the wrong source of the problem, what do you
think are your chances of a good outcome on the
next arrow? Right—zilch, zip, nada! So how can
you tell what it was?

The first thing to check is whether or not you
were the problem. You have a couple of helpers
here (you and you). One skill you can learn that
helps with this task is to be able to replay your
previous shot in memory. If you have never expe-
rienced this spend some time in practice taking
shots and then pausing after each one to remem-
ber what that shot looked and felt and sounded
like. Often you will get a clue from such a replay
as to what you might have done wrong. Another
skill is to maintain a mantal checklist of your per-
sonal “most common mistakes.” These are gener-
ally categorized according to where the arrows
miss (Why I Generally Shoot High, Why I Gen-
erally Shoot Right, etc.). If you shoot a low arrow,
your mental check list comes to mind and if you
did anyone of them it will generally jump off the
list!

You should check “you” first because short
term memory is volatile and if you put it off, you
lose the memory of the feel of the shot quite
rapidly.



Generally it is easiest to check your environ-
ment. At many competitions pennants are placed
on top of the target butts to help archers gauge
the wind. The archers are on the shooting line to
gauge the wind there and there are often bushes or
trees along side the range to help gauge the wind
in between. It is highly unlikely that you would
have missed a wind stiff enough to cause a signif-
icant miss, but you can double check this. People
have used binoculars or spotting scopes to discov-
er their arrow impaled a bird on its path to the
target, so strange things can happen. In NFAA
field shoots, bystanding archers tend to watch
arrows fly because if one hits an overhanging
obstruction (like a twig or leaf ), a remedy is avail-
able.

Checking your equipment generally requires
you to look at your bow to see if anything has
moved (smart archers use a fine pointed marker to
mark the positions of bow sight extensions, click-
ers, compound bow eccentrics, anything that
moves). Rap the bow with your knuckles and lis-
ten. Loose parts will rattle or buzz. Check knobs
that tend to loosen to see if they are still tight.
Wiggle things like your sight aperture, your arrow
rest, and other critical parts to see if they feel
loose. If you find something loose, could it be the
source of the problem? If not, keep looking. (You
will learn more about how to do this, unfortu-
nately by trial and error.)

Fixing the Problem
If It Was You? If you think that arrow down at 6

o’clock on the target
face was due do you,
specifically due to you
dropping your bow arm,
what should you do? What
many archers do is make the
mistake of over focusing on the
problem. In fact once you identify the
problem, you want to come up with
your solution and stop thinking about
the problem! Thinking about the prob-
lem is most likely to result in your
repeating it! When a baseball player
goes up to the plate, which would you
rather have going though his mind:
“Get a hit! or “Don’t strike out!” (Hint:
You always focus on what you want to
happen.) There isn’t really a way to not
do something, so focusing on what you
don’t want to happen usually leads to
that thing happening.

There are two basic techniques you
can use to “fix” the problem being you: additional
focus and cue words. The additional focus route
requires you to increase, just slightly, the focus on
the form element in question (in our example,
holding your bow arm steady through the fol-
lowthrough). If you focus too hard on this one
element you will lose focus on some other ele-
ment, so don’t overdo it. You could rather come up
with a cue word (or words) to repeat during the
critical steps. For our example, you could use
“strong bow arm” or “bow arm up.” You would
start to repeat this phrase at full draw. This serves
as a reminder and since it is going through your
conscious mind, it doesn’t interfere with your nor-
mal shot (which is controlled by your subcon-
scious mind).

If It Was Your Environment? If the source of
the problem was from your environment (wind,
sun in your eyes, someone banging pots in the
kitchen behind the wall you are shooting next to,
whatever), you must execute your correction
(adjust your aim for the wind, clip a sun shade to
your shooting hat, ask a shoot official to ask the
kitchen staff to stop banging pots, refocus yourself
so that you don’t hear irrelevant things, etc.). If
you just shrug your shoulders and let it go, it will
continue to nag at you and cost you points.

If It Was Your Equipment? If after your inspec-
tion, you identify what was wrong and you can fix
it, do so: tighten a loose knob or screw, reposition
a slipping nocking point locator, etc. If this is dur-
ing competition, you are allowed to switch to a
backup set of equipment, or you are given time to
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2000 Olympic Silver Medalist Vic Wunderle pauses between shots at the 2003 World
Championships to consider what to do next. Photo Courtesy of Lloyd Brown



repair your equipment and “makeup” arrows can
be shot later. Be sure to know the rules that apply
at your competition.

One of the tougher situations to deal with is a
damaged arrow. Arrows that are cracked, arrows
that are bent, arrows that have no point in them,
arrows with loose fletches are shot all of the time.
The problem is if that arrow is the first of four or
the first of six, you may be tempted to make a cor-
rection on all of the subsequent arrows when it
was only that first arrow that was the problem.
And the only way to check that arrow is to walk to
the target and pull it, which you are not allowed to
do until all arrows are shot and scored. Obviously,
poorly shot arrows need to be inspected when they
are pulled, inspected for loose fletches, loose
points, bends, cracks, etc. Retire it if flaws are
found.

As a precaution, top
archers inspect their arrows
each and every timed they are
pulled!

If You Can’t Tell Even
expert archers come up puzzled
from time to time. In this case,
the only thing you can do is
shoot another shot and see
what happens. You want to be
slightly more aware of what is
going on within you and with-
out, but only slightly. If you are in “panic mode,”
needing to find out what is wrong, you will create
a whole new reason for missing—distracting your-
self! If the second shot lands right where you
wanted the previous shot to land, you know the
previous shot was probably a fluke. You cannot
afford to think about that previous shot any more;
you just have to get back to your normal rhythm
and hope for the best. If the second shot lands
right where the previous shot did, you know the
previous shot wasn’t a fluke. Typically it is rare
that you were the cause, but the closer you are to
being a beginner, the more likely you are to be the
source of the problem. The reason? If you are a
fairly accomplished archer, you have taken hun-
dreds, thousands of shots developing your shot.
What is the likelihood you could learn a new
technique that you could shoot consistently in the
flash of an eye . . . and not notice it? Not very like-
ly.

If this were an environmental problem, you
would have noticed it by now (the same outcome
on two consecutive shots requires a consistent
environment effect: a steady wind, etc.).

Most likely this is a hidden equipment prob-

lem. If you have a backup setup, now is the time to
consider switching over to it.

Situation 2: No Progress:
Is it Me or My Equipment?
Beginning archers often make very rapid progress.
(Great!) They also make the mistake of thinking
they will continue making rapid progress. (Not so
great.) Progress gets harder to make as you move
into any sport. When rank beginner archers shoot
their first 300 point round, they may only get 50
points or so, but they have 250 points in which to
improve. Once they reach a score of 250 out of
300, they have only 50 points of “improvement”
left and in gets harder and harder the closer they
get to a perfect score of 300.

Also progress comes in fits and starts: some-
times you make good progress,
sometimes you stall out and
don’t progress for days, some-
times you actually get poorer!
This is also normal. What we
all want is general trend of
“becoming better” . . . but (you
knew there was going to be a
“but” didn’t you), sometimes
what is holding you back is
your equipment. There are two
reasons this is relatively rare:
1) most archery equipment is

quite adequate and the archer is much more
responsible for accuracy than is the equipment,
and 2) most archers think new gear is cool and
usually have better gear than they need.

If you think your equipment is holding you
back, you should ask your coach to assess where
you are (in archery, of course). There is much you
do not know that your coach can help you with.
Take for instance, your arrows. Beginners normal-
ly start with aluminum arrows (if not, they are
shooting them soon after beginning), but then
envy kicks in. Some other student has cool, sleek,
black . . . carbon arrows. And you find out they are
expensive, which all by itself makes them desir-
able. But will new arrows make you a batter
archer? The answer beginners sometimes get is:
You can’t buy better scores! This is “coach speak”
for “don’t believe in magic, believe in practice.”
But there are occasions in which you can buy bet-
ter scores. If your arrows are all bent, weigh dif-
ferent amounts, and have dents in them, a fresh
set of arrows will improve your scores immediate-
ly. Bent arrows can be straightened; broken arrows
can be repaired. Dismal arrows can be replaced.

The question is: should you repair, replace, or
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“Bent arrows can be
straightened; broken

arrows can be repaired.
Dismal arrows can be

replaced. The question is:
should you repair,

replace, or upgrade.”



upgrade.
This is a complicated question and its answer

depends on a lot of things (including your budget
for sporting goods), so there are no easy answers,
this is why we suggest you get assessed. In gener-
al, we recommend repair before replace and
replace before upgrade unless there is a clear
advantage in the upgrade. The most common fac-
tual reason young archers upgrade to carbon
arrows from aluminum arrows is to help with
“making distance,” that is having to shoot longer
distances (generally from moving up in age class).
Carbon arrows are lighter, which means they fly
faster which translates into farther for the same
bow angle. Many a young archer who could not
reach their farthest target with any reasonable
sight setting with aluminum arrows can with
lightweight carbon arrows. Ta da! But carbon
arrows are also more expensive to buy and replace

and when they break and often
can’t be repaired, so moving to car-
bon arrows isn’t all upside.

Bottom line: if you think your
equipment is holding you back: ask your
coach to check both you and your equip-
ment out.
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Kirk Etheridge is Back in Print!

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

Professional ArcheryTechnique,written by Kirk Ethridge, who won numer-
ous indoor and outdoor championships in NAA, NFAA, and FITA competition,
as well as being the 1992 Las Vegas Unlimited Champion and 1993 FITAWorld
Indoor Champion, has been out of print for quite a while, but no longer!

Kirk shares his expertise and hard-won advice freely in this book. Topics
include bow and arrow setup, perfecting your form, the shooting process, tuning
the bow, troubleshooting, the mental game, and defeating target panic.

Professional ArcheryTechnique blew the whistle on rangefinding tech-
niques, used to determine the distances to unmarked range targets and which
are still illegal in most organizations, that were and are in widespread use in field
archery. Now, you don’t have to wonder why you don’t place in unmarked
shoots; you can learn how the winners do it!

While focussed on compound archers who want to excel, Kirk also offers tips
to recurve archers and bowhunters, as well.

Get yours soon!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

http://www.amazon.com/Professional-Archery-Technique-Kirk-Ethridge/dp/0982147120/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1294245497&sr=8-1
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